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FLEXO SALIVA EJECTORS
KEYSTONE INDUSTRIES

Flexible hygienic saliva ejectors
maintain their shape and do
not collapse when bent. The
specially designed soft, smooth tips provide
patient comfort and will not pull tissue. Their non-
clog design and consistent shape retention ability
will ensure a free flowing, perfect fit.

100/Pkg.
8090480 Clear [1662214]
8090484 Blue [1662216]
8090485 Yellow [1662217]
8090486 Green [1662218]
8090487 Red [1662219]

direction of air and fluid flow.
Once the suction is stopped or
blocked, the check valve closes
and stops air and fluid from
returning to the saliva ejector or
the patient.

100/Pkg.
9501272 White with Blue Tip 

[M1000WHBU]
9501276 Clear with Blue Tip 

[M1001CLBU]
9501274 SE Valve [M1010SUSE]
9501278 HV Valve [M1030HVSE]

suction surface avoids blockage and
is comfortable. Lingua-Fix reduces
sedimentation of drilling by-products
in pipes and tubings.

10/Pkg.
9536620 [50Z953S]

50/Pkg.
9536621 [50Z953]

FORMEJECT SALIVA
EJECTOR W/ TIPS
OTIS GEO

Formeject Saliva Ejector is a formable white plastic
tube with colored cushion tips that is attached to a
vacuum supply to remove saliva from a dental field
of operation.

100/Pkg., High Volume
8740650 Pink [242-0100]
8740655 Blue [246-0100]

100/Pkg., Cushion Tips
8740400 Pink [112-0100]
8740405 Blue [126-0100]

Standard Chrome
8742155 [212-0005]

LINGUA-FIX DISPOSABLE
SALIVA EJECTOR
ZIRC

The Lingua-Fix holds the tongue in a steady
position and helps protect it from injuries. It is
easy to place and remove, the filter traps amalgam
particles and other solid waste materials. The large

HYGOFORMIC SALIVA
EJECTORS
CROSSTEX

Unique coil design is
adjustable for maximum patient comfort. Smooth
edges eliminate irritation and is  ideal for patients
with sensitive tissue. Biodegradable.

100/Pkg.
9519230 White [ZFF]

10/Pkg.
9519232 Adapter [ZFFAD]

PREMIUM SALIVA EJECTORS
CROSSTEX

The Premium Saliva
Ejector provides
optimal suction without aspirating tissue. The soft,
non-removable tip is bonded to the tube for
maximum patient safety.

100/Bag
9329138 White with White Tip [ZWW]
9329140 Clear with Blue Tip [ZCB]
9329142 Clear with White Tip [ZCW]
9329143 Pink with Pink Tip [ZPP]

MONOJECT SALIVA EJECTORS
KENDALL-SHERWOOD

Monoject Saliva Ejectors
are single use with
basket strainer tip
that permits maximum fluid aspiration without
clogging. Vacuum suction vents reduce the
potential of tissue suction, and the permanently
attached tip increases patient safety. The wire
embedded in the tubing wall allows shaping to
meet the need.

250/Bag
8872000 Clear Blue Tip [450]

MIRRO-VAC SALIVA 
EJECTOR MIRROR
INDIGREEN INNOVATIONS

Disposable, fog free mirrors that fit
standard slow speed valves. There is no
sterilization needed or continuous
cleaning of mirror surface. The Mirro-Vac
evacuates, retracts and improves field of
vision with one instrument.

50/Pkg.
9542124 [10111]

SAFE FLO
RJC PRODUCTS LLC

The Safe-Flo Saliva Ejector is made up of a flexible
aspirator tip and a one-way check valve. When the
On/Off vacuum switch is opened, the vacuum 
system sucks air through the check valve and the
aspirator tip. The check valve opens in the

SALIVA EJECTOR
TIPS

SALIVA EJECTOR TIPS
DCI

The DCI Saliva Ejector Tips are 
push-on, latex-free and autoclavable.

9519200 Gray [5754]
9519201 Black [5750]

SECURETIP
SECURETIP

Unlike other saliva ejectors that rely on friction to
hold the tip in place, SecureTip saliva ejector screw
securely into the valve – resulting in an ejector
that functions a single bonded piece. This prevents
slips, drops, and the need to replace O-Rings –
which saves both time and money. 

100/Pkg.
9150000 Clear [6389000007]
9150002 Opaque [638900009]

TOTAL-COMFORT
INDIGREEN INNOVATIONS

Total-Comfort Soft Tip Aspirators feature
cushioned, flexible, patient-friendly tips. 
Tested and proven to be gentle on soft tissue 
and bone while reducing soft tissue aspiration.

100/Bag
9542140 Clear with Clear Tip [11610CLE]
9542142 White with Clear Tip [11610WHI]
9542144 Clear with Blue Tip [11611CLE]
9542146 White with Blue Tip [11611WHI]

SALIVA EJECTOR TIPS
PARTS WAREHOUSE INC.

5/Bag
Push-on

8270453 Gray [S-1397]
8270454 Black [S-1396]
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